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Bold people stand out from the group. They are confident, courageous, and directed. I

believe there is boldness in most people. Given the right set of circumstances, many will

take action to better the world around them.People who choose to be bold are inspiring

not just because they get big things accomplished, but because they also instigate

growth, progress, and movement for themselves and others around them. Sadly, far

more people wait for someone who is bold to lead the way, hoping somehow luck will 

shine success upon them. Perhaps it's time to unleash the bold leader in you. Try adding

these seven actions to your daily repertoire, and see how much faster the magic of

boldness takes you toward success.

 

1. They own their flaws and strengths.

2. They keep clear priorities.

3. They speak up.

4. They pair action with knowledge.

5. They accept the value of failure.

6. They make the most of small wins.

7.  They build momentum.

 

And why loud? I don't mean to scream, here the loud means to say it what you need and

want to say. Please, don't hold your ideas, vision and your intentions inside. You and

others deserve to listen to become the better version of yourselves.

 

 

be loud and bold!



The right self-help book or

course can be a

tremendously powerful tool. I

have personally seen it

transform people’s lives: I’ve

seen people go from being

nervous, shy and

unconfident and become far

more naturally attractive,

confident and interesting.

 

But I would also argue that

things have been taken a

little too far. There is so much

self-help literature out there

now and so much advice on

how we can become better

versions of who we are. But is

it all constructive?

 

Why Self-Help Can be

Damaging?

 

While I’ve seen people who

have been positively

influenced by self-help texts,

I’ve also seen people who

have been damaged by

them.

 

One of the most common

ways this can happen, is

when self-help becomes a

delay tactic.

 

 

WHEN SELF-HELP BECOMES
A NEGATIVE THING 

What I mean by this, is that
people can use self-help as
a means to delay the work
they actually should be
doing to improve
themselves.
 
In other words: people will
buy a self-help book and
then will instantly feel as
though they are making
good progress toward
being a better version of
themselves. They’ve made
the effort by buying the
book after all: so they can
pat themselves on the back
and keep on reading. 
 
And then they buy the next
book. And the next book.
And they feel great about
themselves except they
haven’t actually changed
anything.
 
Self-help is destructive
when it ends up being a
delay tactic. If you are only
using it in theory and never
in practice, then it is
hindering rather than
helping your progress.
 
Knowing Who to Trust
 
The other issue is that self-
help can be very mixed
depending on where you
get it from.
 

 

The problem with the

internet is that anyone can

contribute and there is lots of

incentive to do so as a way to

get views and thereby earn

some cash.

 

The problem then is that you

can end up following advice

that is based on zero

evidence and that has been

written by someone in no

position to be giving said

advice.

 

It’s common knowledge for

example that visualizing your

goals can help you to get

what you want from life. But

did you know that this only

works if you visualize them in

the correct way? Some

studies suggest that having a

goal is much less important

that having a plan.

 

So question what you read,

act on it and then decide

what works for you

personally.

 



today's exercises

Zayra Mo

START TO
SAY NO

It's true that sometimes
saying "no" will hurt someone
else's feelings—you may even
disappoint someone you
admire. But you are also
fostering resentment and
regret when you don't honor
yourself and your needs. 
 
This leads you to be even
more critical of yourself and
spirals into negative self-talk,
which can lead to symptoms
of anxiety and depression.

If you have not yet developed the skill to
consciously use this one small word, your
emotional health will suffer greatly over
the long term.

NO MORE IM
SORRY!

Like dripping water, this
type of apology erodes your
bedrock of self-respect. You
need not apologize for
having an opinion, for
needing assistance, or for
situations for which you are
not responsible. 
 
Notice the circumstances in
which you apologize, and
begin to resist overly
apologetic behaviors.

Stop to apology with unnecessary
apologies.



today's exercises
STICK TO
VALUES

Self-respect comes from
sticking to those values as
demonstrated by your
behaviors.
 
Read your list of values every
morning, and think specifically
about how you will live your
values each day and when it
come in conflict, choose your
course of action based on what
is most important to your self
respect.

Your behaviors need to reflect your
value system. Honor the values you pick
to live.

BE
TRUTHFUL

Avoid lies and excuses, and
instead take responsability for
your choices, being
accountable to yourself and
others.
 
Think about the times in which
dishonesty caused you trouble,
or kept you stuck.
Alternatively, think about the
relief that has come to you
from truthfulness.
 

Commit yourself to honesty.

SING YOUR
MANTRA!

Personal or unique mantra is
another way of approaching the
practice and benefiting from it.
Just as is true of thoughts, there
are no right or wrong mantras.
Rather, your mantra is based
on personal experience, and
holds power as an individual
and unique expression of what
you most desire. Whether it be
aimed at manifesting security,
deep connection, pervasive
self-confidence, or release
from suffering, the only
requirement of mantra is that it
is authentic.

Mantra is an ancient meditative
practice that aids in creating an
optimal experience.



Create your mantra! Decide which idea, goal,
concept, emotion, etc., it is
what you want to focus on
first. Once you have a sense
of it in your mind, turn it into
a declarative statement.
Imagine you already have
what you are looking to
attract as part of your reality.



This is the retreat you been dreaming to do because is an holistic program

to transform and reset your lifestyle. Imagine yourself disconnected from

your busy world in the top of a mountain with an ocean view where the

master healer Zayra Mo will help you to unwind your mind, uplift your soul

and reset your body. With her expertise you will restore your body energy

with gentle yoga, you will dive in calm frequency waves during the live

music meditations and sound baths with her crystal singing bowls and you

will finally learn how to do the changes you want to do in your lifestyle and

life purpose with her transformational coaching sessions.

 

All inclusive: foods, massages, excursions, airport transportation, classes

and more. Click HERE to learn more! (Only for 14 persons. Separate your

spot today!
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WE KNOW YOU WANT TO BE PART
OF SOMETHING SPECIAL AND

LIFE CHANGING!
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https://www.wetravel.com/trips/ultimate-women-s-retreat-to-reboot-your-life-with-gentle-yoga-caribe-yoga-las-galeras-96024872
https://www.wetravel.com/trips/ultimate-women-s-retreat-to-reboot-your-life-with-gentle-yoga-caribe-yoga-las-galeras-96024872

